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In this study, we design a lightweight antenna-supporting structure for a vehicle-mounted radar system using a multiphase design

exploration method. In the first phase of the approach, structural topology within a given design domain is optimized in order to

reduce the weight and increase the structural integrity applying various design scenarios, which provides several preliminary

structural layouts. Inspecting the commonalities and differences of the preliminary layouts, key shape (i.e., geometry) parameters

in an initial layout to be further explored are chosen. In the second phase, design variables, the chosen shape parameters and

properties of its material are concurrently explored to satisfy the given system requirements. For the concurrent design exploration

of the materials and structures, the inductive design exploration method is employed for obtaining feasible ranged sets of design

variables, instead of a single optimum solution. In this way, a designer may simply make a robust choice among the feasible sets

under various sources of uncertainties and multiple performance requirements.
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1. Introduction

The vehicle-mounted radar system (VMRS) is currently one of the

most popular systems employed on the battlefield because it improves

the survivability and mobility of the troops. A VRMS typically operates

on the roof or shelter of vehicles. Thus, the important parameters

determining its performance, such as the antenna beam-width,

operational frequency, and transmitted wavelets, depend on the payload

limitations of a launch vehicle. An antenna-supporting structure in the

VRMS is an essential component, of which primary function is to

support the antenna and direct the radiation in space. Thus, the structure,

in addition to its main function of supporting the antenna, should rotate

along the azimuth axis and permit angular displacement of the antenna in

NOMENCLATURE

VMRS: Vehicle-mounted radar system

ATC: Air traffic control

IDEM: Inductive design exploration method

IMPD: Integrated materials and product design

SIMP: Solid isotropic microstructure with penalty

HD-EMI: Hyper-Dimensional error margin index

r: Radius [mm]

t: Thickness [mm]

ρ: Density [kg/m3]

σ y: Yield strength [MPa]

M: Total mass of antenna-supporting structure [kg]

S.F.: Safety factor of antenna-supporting structure

Bj: Discrete point vector on a constraint boundary

: Projected vector of Bj along the i direction on the nearest

boundary of an output range

Bj

i

ui: Unit vector along the i direction

mean: Vector of the mean of an output range
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elevation.1 For the antenna-supporting structures, high-strength,

lightweight materials such as radar-absorbing materials are typically used

in order to satisfy multiple system requirements, e.g., the system must

resist high strength and achieve rapid maneuverability.

A number of optimization techniques are applied to solve these

multi-objective design problems. Especially, methods for new topologies

with lightweight materials can be found in the literatures, such as, 3D

printing technology with various topology set-ups,2 polymer materials for

use in lightweight vehicles,3 shape optimization of large-scale wind

turbine,4 and so forth. Nevertheless, many literatures consider only

topology optimization or shape (size) optimization itself.

In addition, material selection or single optimum solution is not

always possible for achieving multiple system-level performances. For

example, a complex design problem may be decomposed into a number

of sub-problems, each of which may have independent/dependent

design variables with different goals, disciplines, scales, etc. Also, the

presence of uncertainty via design hierarchy makes more difficult to

identify system-wide design solution.

In this study, we employ a multiphase design exploration method for

designing topology and geometric parameters of the antenna-supporting

structures, addressing aforementioned issues. Furthermore, our method

focuses not only integrating optimizations of structural topology and

parameters, but exploring feasible material candidates with the

consideration of uncertainty. Therefore, a designer can quickly identify

satisfactory regions of robust solutions within which the final structural

shape and material can be chosen to meet multiple system requirements.

Application of our design approach to a given design problem is

explained in detail in Section 2.

2. Design Approach for Lightweight Structures

The design domain of an antenna-supporting structure is shown in

Fig. 1. The structure is clamped at four positions to support a 2-ton

radar at a 55o angle of operation. Fig. 1(b) shows the given initial

domain to be designed, where the design goals are to make the

structure lightweight as well as to ensure its high safety performance.

In this problem, we assume that only the weight of radar is considered

as a given loading condition, while thermal stress or dynamic

deflection are not considered. In order to attain the goals, we employ

a new design method, termed the multiphase design exploration

method. Its procedure is shown in brief in Fig. 2.

First, we perform topology optimization on the predefined design

domain with given structural boundary conditions and load definition.

The main objective of this topology optimization is to determine the

optimum material distribution within the design space that will achieve

mass reduction while satisfying constraints.5 As an outcome of

topology optimization, an initial structural layout can be drawn, to

which more detailed design exploration is applied.

Whereas the topology optimization is a non-parametric optimization

technique, it is necessary to parameterize appropriate design variables

in the next phase. Here, we parameterize the geometry parameters

based on the initial layout obtained by topology optimization, as well

as the material properties of the structure. This approach of selecting

geometry parameters and material properties as design variables has its

roots in the integrated materials and product design (IMPD) approach.6-8

IMPD is an innovative design approach that features in concurrently

designing the structure as well as its materials to enhance the system

performance. Unlike conventional material-selection-based design, in

which constitutive materials of a product are preselected from a

Fig. 1 (a) Design domain of antenna-supporting structure (b) Given design domain

Fig. 2 Design flow in multiphase design exploration method
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materials database, IMPD allows designers to customize the materials

to meet design requirements.

Once the design variables have been defined, the inductive design

exploration method (IDEM) is employed to obtain the final design

specification. IDEM is an efficient multilevel robust design strategy for

exploring the feasible range of design specifications in a step-by-step,

top-down (inductive) manner.6,7,13 In IDEM, feasible regions of

predefined design variables (not an optimum point) are identified so

that design selection can be performed within these feasible regions.

IDEM also takes account of the effect of uncertainty in design variables

that leads to performance variability, therefore enabling exploration of

robust solution regions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3

describes the procedures of the multiphase design exploration method

for designing the lightweight antenna-supporting structure. Section 4

discusses the design results followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

3. Multiphase Design Exploration Method

3.1 Phase 1: Topology Optimization

Topology optimization has been widely applied in the area of

structural optimization problems because the performance of structures

is greatly influenced by their topology.9-12 In topology optimization, the

material layout is optimized within the specified design area such that

the resulting layout meets the performance targets, e.g., maximizing

structural stiffness while using the permitted amount of material.

In order to perform topology optimization in a finite element

analysis (FEA) environment, the given design space (Fig. 1(b)) is

modeled with mesh elements 50 mm in size. The 2-ton antenna weight

as located in Fig. 1 and boundary conditions of fixed supports are also

applied. The self-weight of the antenna support structure is not

considered in the analysis since the weight of the support structure is

much less than antenna itself and the 2-ton equivalent point load is very

conservative value comparing with various real loading conditions. The

given loading and boundary conditions resemble a 2-D plane problem;

therefore, 2-D topology optimization is suitable in this problem.

Aluminum alloy is given as the constitutive material for performing

static analysis. A number of topology optimizations are performed

based on various combinations of objective functions and constraints

since our purpose of topology optimization is to find initial structural

layout to be further fine-tuned. The values for constraints of strain

energy, volume, and equivalent stress are not given as fixed values but

roughly determined after performing a number of optimizations. This is

a reasonable approach since we need to find the commonality of shapes

determined by various topology optimization scenarios at this time.

Design optimization under specified requirements and goals will be

performed in Phase 2 discussed in Section 3.2.

Fig. 3 shows the derived optimum topologies based on various

combinations of objective functions and constraints. It is observed that

the topology results appear to have a slingshot shape in common,

which leads to an initial layout of the antenna supporting structure.

Based on the shapes shown in Fig. 3, an initial layout is designed to be

manufactured in conventional production processes. In the remodeling

process, key shape parameters to be found at the next phase of the

design exploration method must be determined.

As shown in Fig. 4, two geometry parameters, r and t, are selected

Fig. 3 Topology optimization under various combinations of objectives and constraints; (a) Minimize volume with strain energy constraint of

≤ 50000 mJ (b) Minimize strain energy with permissible amount of volume of ≤ 30% (c) Minimize volume with stress constraint of ≤ 10 MPa

Fig. 4 Initial layout of the antenna-supporting structure
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as key shape parameters that represent the commonality of the shapes

shown in Fig. 3. The radius, r, determines the thickness of the body

frame and t does the thickness of the neck where being loaded. They

vary depending on problem formulations in the topology optimization.

Other parameters selected as the design variables in this study are

the material properties of density (ρ) and strength (σy). This approach

of choosing geometry parameters and material properties as design

variables is based on the aforementioned IMPD which aims to

concurrently design materials and product layout.

3.2 Phase 2: Inductive Design Exploration Method (IDEM)

3.2.1 Employed Mapping Models

The analysis models need to be organized in order to apply IDEM

to the given design problem. Fig. 5 shows the analysis models mapping

between the property (geometry) level and the system performance

level. As mentioned earlier, two geometry parameters (r and t), density

(ρ), and strength (σy) are chosen as design variables at the property

level. As the performance parameters, the total mass (M) of the

antenna-supporting structure and the safety factor (S.F.), which is

defined as the strength (σy) divided by 3 times of the equivalent (von

Mises) stress derived from the FEA model of the frame structure, are

selected. The mass performance is determined on the basis of the

density and the geometry parameters of the structure. Furthermore, the

safety factor performance is determined on the basis of the geometry

parameters and material strength.

A rough design space must be adequately defined to explore the

feasible regions in IDEM. The ranges of the two considered geometry

parameters are set to 500 mm ≤ r ≤ 700 mm and 50 mm ≤ t ≤ 200 mm,

based on the initial layout shown in Fig. 4. The design range of

material properties is specified based on “Ashby plot for materials

selection”14 in which feasible materials can be found. The ranges of

strength and density are set to 100 MPa ≤ σy≤ 3000 MPa and 1000 kg/m3

≤ ρ ≤ 10000 kg/m3, respectively, in order to cover a wide range of

material categories, such as metals and composites.

The two mapping models are the mass kriging model and the safety

factor kriging model. The adoption of a kriging model is necessary in

this study since it can surrogate a large number of simulation

iterations.15 A general kriging model is expressed as,

(1)

where x denotes input design parameters,  is a regression term

to globally approximate the design space, and Z(x) is the localized

deviation from sample data.

The geometry parameters and density are used as input variables

for the mass kriging model in order to predict the mass within the

defined design space. Similarly, the safety factor kriging model can

estimate the safety factor based on the geometry of the structure and

the strength of its material. These kriging models are constructed

based on sample simulation results (i.e., sample points) randomly

generated by the Latin hypercube sampling method.16 In

consideration of the wide range of design variables at the property

level, 50 sample sets of input variables are generated for each kriging

model and are evaluated by the simulation models. Based on the

evaluated samples, the kriging models interpolate all the sample

points, thereby predicting the overall performance responses. Second-

order polynomial regression models were used to globally fit the

performance behaviors with Gaussian correlation function, the mostly

preferred correlation function. Fig. 6 shows the two developed

kriging models for the mass and safety factor. As mentioned, the

mass and safety factor have three input variables for each, therefore

we express the magnitudes of the cube responses (mass and safety

factor) in RGB color space in the form of volumetric slices. From

Fig. 6(a), it can be seen that the mass response is more significantly

y x( ) f x( )T
β z x( )+=

f x( )T
β

Fig. 5 Analysis models mapping between the property (geometry) level and the system performance level

Fig. 6 Volumetric slices of the kriging models for (a) mass and (b) safety factor
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affected by the radius (r) than by thickness (t) in the region where the

density is approximately greater than 6000 kg/m3. This may indicate that

if one selects a material whose density is greater than 6000 kg/m3, the

radius is the only parameter that would reduce the structural weight.

Similarly, the yield strength mainly affects the safety factor as well as

the thickness of the neck where loading is applied, which is more

sensitive to the safety factor than to the radius.

3.2.2 Design Exploration Steps

In this section, we explain three steps for designing the antenna-

supporting structure using the IDEM. 

Step 1: Define a rough design space at the property level and

generate discrete points within the space. The intervals between

these discrete points are set to 10 mm, 10 mm, 500 kg/m3, and

300 MPa for r, t, ρ, and σy, respectively. A suitable interval size can

be determined to tradeoff between the computation time and the

solution accuracy.

Step 2: Evaluate the generated discrete points using the employed

mapping models. As mentioned earlier, the mass and safety factor

kriging models are considered as the mapping models between the

property and the performance level. In order to consider the effect of

uncertainty in simulation results due to idealization, ±10% of outputs

(performance variability) of each kriging model are assumed. Thus, the

evaluation of a discrete point produces a range of outputs. These

evaluated discrete points with the corresponding output ranges are

stored for identifying the feasible regions in the next step.

Step 3: Sequentially identify the feasible regions at the property

level to satisfy the given performance requirements. The feasible

regions at property level consist of feasible points whose evaluated

output ranges are located within a region (or regions) at performance

level that satisfies the system requirements. In IDEM, these feasible

points are determined based on the hyper dimensional error margin

indices (HD-EMIs).6,7 The calculation of HD-EMIs is expressed in Eq.

(2) and illustrated in Fig. 7.

(2)

where Bj is a discrete point vector on a constraint boundary, mean is

a vector of the mean of an output range, ui is an unit vector along the

i direction, and  is a projected vector of the Bj along the i direction

on the nearest boundary of an output range. An HD-EMI of a discrete

point indicates the quantitative closeness of its output range to the

nearest feasible region boundary, i.e., the robustness of a design point

to not violate the performance constraints under its variability. An HD-

EMI greater than unity for a discrete point implies that its output range

lies within the constraint boundary of the performance requirements,

therefore making it a feasible point. With increasing HD-EMIs, the

output range moves further away from the constraint boundary which

will be more robust. However, if the mean of the output range lies

outside the constraint boundary, the HD-EMI will take the value of -1.

A design problem to select the most robust design solution can be

formulated as shown in Table 1. In order to select a feasible point of

[r, t, ρ, σy] that will satisfy goals with the highest robustness, the

objective function to be maximized is formulated as the equally

weighted sum of HD-EMIs for mass and safety factor.

4. Results and Discussion

The described steps of the IDEM are coded and executed in

MATLAB®. The feasible regions in property space that meet the two

performance requirements (i.e., M ≤ 200 kg and S.F. ≥ 2) are identified

and stored in a database. These feasible regions consist of sets of four-

dimensional feasible points expressed as [r, t, ρ, σy], and the evaluated

HD-EMI at each point is also stored. The points drawn in Figs. 8(a) and

8(b) indicate the feasible ranges in the r, t, and ρ space when σy is set

as 3000 MPa and 400 MPa, respectively. The magnitude of HD-EMI

at each feasible point is expressed with the RGB color in the figures.

Higher HD-EMI points (points in red) within the feasible region will

result in output ranges located further away from the two required

performance bounds, namely, higher robustness. Similarly, the points

drawn in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) indicate the feasible regions in the r, t, and

σy space with the fixed ρ of 2500 kg/m3 and 3000 kg/m3, respectively.

HD EMI
i at A

– Min
Bj mean–( ) ui⋅

Bj

i
mean–( ) ui⋅

---------------------------------------
⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞

=

Bj

i

Fig. 7 Calculation of HD-EMI at point A

Table 1 Design problem formulation

Given:

structure shape, loading condition, boundary

conditions, kriging models for mass and safety factor,

uncertainty in performances (±10% of mass and safety

factor variance)

Find:
feasible regions of r (radius), t (thickness), ρ (density), 

σy (yield strength)

Satisfy:

Bounds

500 mm ≤ r ≤ 700 mm,

50 mm ≤ t ≤ 200 mm,

100 MPa ≤ σy ≤ 3000 MPa,

1000 kg/m3 ≤ ρ ≤ 10000 kg/m3

Constraints

HD-EMIs ≥ 1

M ≤ 200 kg and S.F. ≥ 2

Maximize: where  (i.e., equal consideration of

mapping model uncertainty)

z w
1

HD⋅ EMI
M

– w
2

HD⋅ EMI
S.F.

–+=

w
1

w
2

0.5= =
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Based on the feasible regions in the property space as shown in Fig.

8, one can strategically select a design specification. Therefore, the

IDEM is beneficial for decision making in that it identifies the ranged

sets of feasible points with indices of robustness, but not a single

optimum solution. Feasible regions in material property (ρ and σy) space

may be obtained by fixing the geometry design variables, since the

feasible ranges of density and strength vary with changing geometry

design variables. Fig. 9 shows the feasible region of the material

properties with fixed geometry (r = 700 mm, t = 60 mm). We select the

geometry design specifications that yield the largest feasible region in the

space of ρ and σy with the given performance requirements to have

largest number of available material candidates to select.

As shown in Fig. 9, the feasible points projected on the Ashby plot

identify the candidate material choices, which indicates that a designer

can select appropriate materials to be used, such as ceramics and

composites, for satisfying the performance requirements. As

aforementioned, this way brings a designer more design freedom and

delays commitment to the predetermined materials, thereby increasing

possibilities of decision making from the early stages of design process.

Fig. 9 shows only the compressive strength of ceramics and it cannot

be considered for a load-bearing structural material. Then, a designer

can select a composite among the feasible materials, a design

specification may be one of the feasible points on the range for

composites, e.g., ρ = 1600 kg/m3 and σy = 1400 MPa. The performance

upon selection of this design specification can be computed using the

kriging models, as presented in Table 2. The design results show that

each of the performance requirements is sufficiently satisfied under the

effect of uncertainty (i.e., 10% assumed error in the simulation models

in this study). HD-EMIs for mass and safety factor are also calculated.

Both HD-EMIs are greater than unity that indicates the achievement of

robustness under uncertainty. By choosing the design solutions within

the identified feasible regions as performed in this study, we can

Fig. 8 Feasible region of geometry and density at (a) σy = 3000 MPa, (b) σy = 400 MPa; feasible region of geometry and strength at (c)

ρ = 2500 kg/m3, and (d) ρ= 3000 kg/m3

Fig. 9 Feasible region of material properties with a fixed geometry

(r = 700 mm, t = 60 mm) in a density-strength Ashby map14

Table 2 Results of a selected set of desing specifications

Geometry
Radius [mm] 700

Thickness [mm] 60

Material property
Density [kg/m3] 1600

Yield strength [MPa] 1400

HD-EMIs
HD-EMImass 10

HD-EMIsafety factor 6.8

Performances

Mass [kg] Min Mean Max

51.01 56.68 62.35

Safety factor Min Mean Max

6.22 6.91 7.60
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manipulate the selection of design variables to negotiate between

improving system performances and achieving the robustness of the

solution in this multi-objective design problem, before a final design

selection is validated in later design process.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a hierarchical, multiphase design exploration

method for designing an antenna-supporting structure of a VMRS, as

well as the material of this structure. First, topology optimization is

performed to determine optimal structures in the FEA environment.

The resulting layout becomes the design concept before its shape and

material are further tuned. Once an initial layout of the antenna frame

structure is defined in the first phase, the geometry parameters (i.e.,

shape parameters) and properties of the constitutive material of the

structure are parameterized as design variables to be explored in the

next phase. The IDEM is employed for identifying the feasible regions

of these design variables in the second phase. The IDEM yields not a

single design result but rather ranged robust solution sets, which gives

designers freedom in decision-making. By selecting a design

specification of high HD-EMI, we can find a robust solution in

presence of uncertainty. The feasible regions of the two considered

geometry parameters, density, and strength are identified in order to

satisfy the performance requirements of mass and safety factor as an

outcome of the structure design. Finally, an effective, efficient method

for selecting materials is established under given conditions of

geometry and required properties. Combination of the Ashby plot for

materials selection with exploration using the IDEM lends designers

flexibility in selecting materials that would satisfy multiple system-

level performance requirements.
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